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Abstract—Remote imaging photoplethysmography (RIPPG) is 

able to access human vital signs without physical contact. 

However most of the conventional RIPPG approaches are 

susceptive to motions of subjects or camera. Overcoming motion 

artifacts presents one of the most challenging problems. Focusing 

on the motion artifacts problem, the effects of motion artifacts on 

RIPPG signals were analyzed. In order to suppress motion 

artifacts for RIPPG, region of interest (ROI) is stabilized by 

using face tracking based on feature points tracking. And 

adaptive bandpass filter is further used to suppress the residual 

motion artifacts. With the addition of motion artifacts, the 

sorting of independent component analysis (ICA) outputs 

becomes more important, hence reference sine signals are 

generated to be correlated with ICA output components, and the 

cardiac pulse wave is automatically picked up from ICA output 

components, with the largest correlation coefficient. Fourteen 

subjects were enrolled to test the robustness with large motion 

artifacts for the proposed RIPPG method. Experimental results 

show that the proposed method could obtain a much better 

performance in accessing pulse rates for moving subjects, 

compared to the state-of-the-art method. The effectiveness of our 

method in motion artifacts suppression was verified by 

comparison with a commercial oximeter using Bland-Altman 

analysis and Pearson’s correlation. With the efficient motion 

artifact suppression, RIPPG method has good potential in 

broadening the application of vital signs accesses.  

Keywords—biological sensing and sensors; motion 

compensation; photoplethysmography; video processing  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is an electro-optic technique 
to non-invasively measure the tissue blood volume pulses in 
the microvascular tissue bed underneath the skin [1]. The tissue 
blood volume is modulated qusai-periodically by the blood-
pressure waves generated by pulse beats. Compared to 
surrounding tissues, the blood hemoglobin absorbs light more 
efficiently. Along with arterial blood volume changes during 
cardiac cycles, light absorption of the skin varies accordingly 
[2]. By recording the tiny color variation along with minor light 
intensity variation on the skin, vital physical signs can be 
accessed, such as heart rate, breath rate, and arterial oxygen 
saturation. With the advantage in ease of use, convenience and 
low cost, PPG has been widespread in healthcare applications. 
Along with the rapid advancement in personal imaging devices 
in daily life, especially with smartphones and PC computers, 
there is a trend of transforming from conventional contact style 
to remote imaging PPG (RIPPG) techniques [3][4]. These 

newly emerging RIPPG technique has good potential in 
revolution of the way to access cardiac pulsations, because just 
a low-cost camera is needed, without the aids of contact probes 
or dedicated light sources [5][6]. No restriction of contact 
broadens the application field of RIPPG, such as RIPPG 
applications in smartphone apps and the functional mattress 
[7][8]. 

Recent works on RIPPG can provide relatively accurate 
physiological assessment for steady subjects, but most of these 
developed techniques are susceptive to motion artifacts. 
Motion artifacts are RIPPG signal distortions caused by 
motions of the skin area, because motions will cause irregular 
variations of the diffuse and reflection light from skin. The 
measurement accuracy of RIPPG is significantly affected by 
movements of subjects especially with the use of ambient light 
and low-cost cameras [9]. In practice, it is difficult to keep 
subjects from motion. Moreover, a high tolerance of motion 
artifacts is important for continuous vital signs monitoring, 
deceit detection, heart rate monitoring during exercises, etc. In 
order to develop a clinically useful technology, there is a need 
for an ancillary functionality such as motion artifact reduction 
through efficient and robust image analysis. Some works 
[6][9][10] with attention on reducing motion artifacts have 
been reported for RIPPG. In [6], independent component 
analysis (ICA) was utilized to retrieve the cardiac pulse signal 
from RGB traces of a video and reduce the motion artifacts 
simultaneously. In [9], a dedicated dual-wavelength technique 
was employed to compensate motion artifacts based on an 
adaptive echo cancelation algorithm. The 2D cross correlation 
technique was combined with ICA to address motion artifacts 
in [10]. ICA is a good tool to reduce noises for extracting 
RIPPG signals. However, it is difficult to recover the RIPPG 
signal from serious motion artifacts with the use of ICA only. 
Basically, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the extracted 
RIPPG signal is very low even for steady subjects with a 
dedicated light source. Thus the RIPPG signal will be further 
weakened by the subject’s motions under ambient light [11]. 
Besides that, motion artifacts can cause difficulty for the 
sorting of ICA output components, because there is still a lack 
of effective sorting algorithm to determine the corresponding 
cardiac pulse signal from ICA output components. On the other 
hand, actual movements of a subject consist of translation, 
scaling and rotation. However, 2D cross correlation just works 
well in translation compensation, not in scaling and rotation 
motion compensations. Hence a comprehensive motion 
compensation method is needed. With the aim of enhancing the 
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performance of RIPPG by motion artifacts suppression, the 
effect of large motion artifacts on the state-of-the-art RIPPG 
method was analyzed in this paper. Focusing on the motion 
artifacts problem, we proposed several techniques to improve 
the robustness of RIPPG to large motion artifacts.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, 
the motion artifacts problem of RIPPG is reviewed. In section 
III, the proposed new techniques for motion artifacts 
suppression are given and explained in details. The 
experimental results verifying the proposed RIPPG method are 
shown in section IV. Finally, a conclusion and some 
discussions are given in section V. 

II. MOTION ARTIFACTS PROBLEM FOR RIPPG 

In the state-of-the-art RIPPG method [6,10], a video clip 
was captured by a camera. Subsequently, a face detector was 
utilized to locate the region of interest (ROI) in each frame for 
cardiac pulse detection (entire facial region or partial facial 
region) [5][12]. RGB traces were obtained by spatial averaging 
of the pixel values within ROI in RGB channels, respectively. 
After that, RGB traces were processed by a fixed bandpass 
filter (0.7Hz-0.4Hz), corresponding to the pulse rate range 
between 42 bpm (beats per minute) and 240 bpm. Next, ICA 
was employed to extract the cardiac pulse signal from filtered 
RGB traces. One of the three ICA output components 
corresponds to cardiac pulse wave. In order to illustrate the 
motion artifacts problem, we build up experimental settings 
according to the state-of-the-art method mentioned above. A 
low-cost webcam (Logitech C270) was used as the imaging 
device. The webcam worked at a frame rate of 30fps. All 
videos were recorded in color space (24-bit RGB) with a 
resolution of 640×480, and saved in uncompressed AVI 
format. During the video recording process, there were no 
dedicated light sources utilized except normal indoor lighting. 
A video with duration of 20 seconds was recorded by the 
webcam for a subject. Meanwhile, an FDA approved 
commercial vital signs monitor (EDAN M3 Vital Signs 
Monitor) was contacted to the subject’s index finger to record 
the blood volume pulses wave for reference. The subject sited 
in front of the webcam at a distance of approximately 75cm, 
his index finger contacted to the vital signs monitor was kept 
from moving in order to obtain an accurate reference cardiac 
pulse wave. A video lasting for 20 seconds (Video 1) was first 
recorded, in which the subject kept still. In another video 
(Video 2), the subject was asked to actively move his body and 
head at a large scale. The RIPPG signals from those two video 
clips are compared to analyze motion artifacts problem. In 
order to illustrate the motion artifacts problem with current 
algorithm, Video 1 and Video 2 were analyzed by the 
algorithm mentioned above. The analysis results are listed in 
comparison as follows. The RGB traces after a fixed bandpass 
filter are shown in Fig. 1.The periodogram power density 
spectra of the green traces are given in Fig. 2, which are 
representative of frequency characteristics of RGB traces, 
because hemoglobin absorptivity varies across the visible light 
spectrum and gains a peak in green zone [13]. The ICA output 
component corresponding to cardiac pulse wave and the 
reference contact PPG wave are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 1, 
there are some noise spikes in RGB traces in the motion case 
compared to that in the still case, which were caused by false 

face detection (the detected ROI does not belong to face). In 
Fig. 2(a), the dominant frequency in the power density 
spectrum of green trace is 0.95 Hz, which is also the pulse rate 
frequency. However, the pulse rate frequency (1.05Hz) is not 
the dominant frequency in the spectrum of the green trace any 
more for the motion case, as shown in Fig. 2(b). And many 
noisy peaks occur in the power density spectrum due to motion 
artifacts. 

   

   

   
(a)                                                    (b) 

Figure 1. RGB traces after the fixed bandpass filter: (a) RGB traces for the 

still subject, (b) RGB traces for the moving subject. 

       
  (a)                                              (b) 

Figure 2. Periodogram power spectral density of the green traces: (a) 

Spectrum for the still subject, (b) Spectrum for the moving subject. 

   

       

(a)                                             (b) 

   
(c)                                            (d) 

Figure 3. The ICA results and contact PPG signals: (a) The ICA output 

component corresponding to cardiac pulses and its spectrum for the still 

subject, (b) The ICA output component corresponding to cardiac pulses and 

its spectrum for the moving subject, (c) Contact PPG wave for the still 

subject, (d) Contact PPG wave for the moving subject. 
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In Fig. 3(a), the cardiac pulse wave can be clearly observed 
in the second ICA output component in the still case, with an 
obvious dominant peak at the pulse rate frequency (0.95Hz). 
Compared to Fig .3(a), there is no clear cardiac pulse wave in 
the second ICA output component in the motion case. 
Instantaneous pulse rate measurement in the time domain 
requires an accurate cardiac pulse wave. However, the cardiac 
pulse wave has already been seriously distorted by motion 
artifacts as shown in Fig. 3(b), thus it is hard to obtain an 
accurate instantaneous pulse rate by current RIPPG method. 
There is also a sorting problem with ICA output components, 
which is how to pick up the ICA output component 
corresponding to true cardiac pulses. In [6], the second ICA 
component was chosen as the cardiac pulse signal. However, 
the second ICA component is unable to always correspond to 
true cardiac pulses [7], especially with the addition of large 
motion artifacts. In order to make the method automated, an 
automatic determination of the cardiac pulse wave from the 
ICA output components should be developed. The state-of-the-
art RIPPG method had taken reducing motion artifacts into 
consideration. However, the motion artifacts problem still 
existed in a serious motion condition as shown in the 
illustrations above. Thus, we made several proposals for further 
motion artifacts suppression for RIPPG. 

III. PROPOSALS FOR MOTION ARTIFACTS SUPPRESSION 

Focusing on the motion artifacts problem for the state-of-
the-art RIPPG method, our contribution in this paper is to 
enhance the robustness to large motions for RIPPG. With our 
proposals, RIPPG is able to work well in measuring cardiac 
pulses for moving subjects. Our proposals for enhancing the 
state-of-the-art RIPPG method are listed as follows. 

A. Face Tracking Based on KLT Feature Tracker 

In the state-of-the-art RIPPG methods [6][10], the face 
tracking task was implemented by Viola-Jones algorithm [12]. 
The facial region in each video frame is detected by the 
cascade face detector, and part of the facial region is treated as 
ROI. ROI fluctuation and false face detection can be observed 
even in still cases, and the performance is worse in motion 
cases, because the cascade face detector has an increasing 
failure rate in detecting turned or tilted faces. Since Viola-
Jones face detector is not good at tracking moving subjects, a 
more effective face tracking should be explored. In this paper, 
the facial region is first determined in the initial frame of a 
video clip by face detection using Viola-Jones algorithm, 
subsequently Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) are utilized 
to detect interest points, which are scale and rotation invariant 
[14]. Based on these facial features, Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 
(KLT) algorithm is utilized to perform the face tracking task 
across all following video frames [15][16]. Feature points can 
be reliably tracked by KLT algorithm, and the transformation 
matrices describing motions between subsequent frames are 
obtained during the tracking. The transformation matrix for the i�� frame relative to (i − 1)�� frame is H	, which is expressed 
as an affine transformation matrix, as shown in (1). The i�� 
frame can be transformed into the coordinate of the (i − 1)�� 
frame using H	, thus the motion compensation is realized based 
on affine transformation. The forehead region is chosen as ROI 
in our method (inner green rectangle in Fig. 4). In order to 

stabilize ROI across all frames in the video clip, each frame is 
transformed into the coordinate of the initial frame by the use 
of a cumulative transformation matrix H
�����	��,	, as shown 

in (3). With the aid of face tracking based on KLT algorithm, 
the motion artifacts will be reduced along with the stabilized 
ROI. 

�� = ��� �� 0�� �� 0�� �� 1�                                  (1) 

��� �1! = �� ���"# �"#1 !                                (2) 

��# #1 ! = �$%&%'()�*+,�"# ��� �1!                        (3) 

�$%&%'()�*+,� = ��, �-�"#
-.#  

 

Figure 4. SURF points, facial region and ROI. 

B. Adaptive Bandpass Filter 

In order to obtain accurate instantaneous pulse rate, a 
cardiac pulse wave with few distortions is needed. In Fig. 3(b), 
there is no identifiable cardiac pulse wave with the influence of 
motion artifacts. Even in the still case, as shown in Fig. 3(a), 
the cardiac pulse wave is distorted. This situation causes 
difficulty in counting cardiac pulses in the time domain. A 
narrow bandpass filter can further eliminate noises near the 
pulse rate frequency, thereby fake cardiac pulse peaks can be 
removed. A bandpass filter with a bandwidth of 1.6 Hz is 
utilized in this paper. However, common pulse rate varies from 
41 bpm to 240 bpm (0.7Hz-4Hz). In order to make the narrow 
bandpass filter adaptive to varieties of subjects, the central 
frequency of the bandpass filter should be adaptive with the 
pulse rate under measurement other than be fixed. The most 
direct method to shift the central frequency is to center the 
bandpass filter at the dominant peak in the power density 
spectrum of the green trace, which is also the pulse rate 
frequency in the still case, as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, the 
pulse rate frequency may be not the dominant peak any more in 
the spectrum due to motion artifacts. Instead the pulse rate 
frequency exists as the side peak near the dominant peak in the 
spectrum. For this situation, the largest five peaks between 
0.7Hz and 4Hz in the spectrum were selected out. Then the 
bandwidth of adaptive bandpass filter is set as the frequency 
range that the five peaks span. If this range is smaller than 
1.6Hz, then this pass band will be used, otherwise, fewer (four 
or three) largest peaks other than the largest five peaks will be 
peaked up in order to further narrow the bandwidth until the 
bandwidth is smaller than 1.6 Hz, as depicted in (4). /�0�12�3ℎ = 56�0(78�9:�0� ;+(<=) ≤ 1.6	�B        (4) 
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The cutoff frequencies of the adaptive bandpass filter are Fre
��FGG_FI = MinLFrequencyQ��R_FI − 0.3, 0.7U	Hz (5) 

Fre
��FGG_�W = MaxLFrequencyQ��R_�W + 0.3, 4U	Hz    (6) 

where, Fre
��FGG_FI  and Fre
��FGG_�W  are the lower cutoff 

frequency and upper cutoff frequency, respectively. FrequencyQ��R_FI  and FrequencyQ��R_�W  are frequencies of 

the lowest peak and the uppermost peak selected out for the 
adaptive bandpass filter in the spectrum.  

C. Automatic Sorting of ICA Output Components 

The sorting problem after ICA also hinders the current 
RIPPG performance [17]. RGB traces are processed by ICA as 
the source signals, then three independent components are 
obtained, including a cardiac pulse wave and two noise signals. 
Just selecting the second independent component or selecting 
the one with maximum spectral peak cannot always get right 
results. Since it is observed that cardiac pulse signal is more 
regular in amplitude and periodicity compared to other two 
noise signals, a reference sine function is employed to correlate 
with each independent component. The frequency of the 
reference sine function is set as the dominant frequency of its 
corresponding independent component. Then the three 
independent components are sorted in descending order 
according to the correlation coefficients with its reference sine 
function. The first independent component with the maximum 
correlation coefficient is determined as the cardiac pulse wave. 

D. The Enhanced RIPPG Method 

The flow chart of our RIPPG methodology is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. A demonstration video was uploaded on YouTube 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6Np2RKfE-s).  

 
Figure 5. The flow chart of our RIPPG methodology. 

First, the facial region is detected in the initial frame, and 
the SURF points are detected in the facial region. Based on 
these feature points, face tracking is implemented using KLT 
algorithm. The ROI (inner rectangle with green color) is 
stabilized in each frame using the transformation matrix 
obtained in face tracking, as shown in the motion compensation 
block in Fig. 5. The averaging in ROI turns 2D signals into 1D 
signals, which are raw RGB traces. The adaptive bandpass 
filter will further remove residual motion artifacts and other 
noises distributed between 0.7Hz and 4Hz. In order to obtain a 
good quality cardiac pulse wave, a basic assumption is made 
that the cardiac pulse signal is statistically independent with 
noises. Hence ICA is utilized to separate the cardiac pulse 
signal from noises [18]. The ICA model is illustrated as (7). 

� = \]                                            (7) 

where, vector � comprises observed data of RGB sensors of the 
webcam, vector ]  comprises independent components, 
including the cardiac pulse signal and noises, \ is the mixing 3

×3 matrix. ]  are latent variables, which cannot be directly 

observed. After \ is estimated, s can be accessed as given in 
(8).  ] = \"#�                                           (8) 

However, the mixing matrix \ is also unknown. Based on 
the independence assumption, the mixing matrix \  and 
independent components ]  can be approximately obtained 
through maximizing the nongaussianity of (8), with the 
principle derived from Central Limit Theorem [19]. The ICA 
algorithm in [20] is applied in this paper. At last, the cardiac 
pulse signal is picked up from the three independent 
components by the automatic sorting block, which is the 
independent component with the largest correlation coefficient 
with its reference sine function. The whole algorithm was 
implemented using custom software written in MATLAB (The 
MathWorks, Inc.). 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

There are totally 14 subjects (9 males, 5 females) in the 
ages of 20-33 years participating in our experiments. None of 
them has any known cardiovascular diseases. Informed 
consents were obtained from all the participants prior to the 
experiments. A video with duration of 20 seconds was 
recorded by the webcam for each subject, meanwhile an FDA 
approved commercial vital signs monitor (EDAN M3 Vital 
Signs Monitor) was contacted to the subject’s index finger to 
record the blood volume pulses wave for reference. Within the 
recording period, each subject was asked to sit in front of the 
webcam at a distance of approximately 75cm and actively 
move his body and head at a large scale, as long as his head 
still showed in the field of view of the webcam, but the index 
finger contacted to the vital signs monitor was kept from 
moving in order to obtain an accurate reference cardiac pulse 
wave. In order to be compared with results of the reference 
method as shown in Fig. 1(b), RGB traces obtained with 
proposed motion compensation were also processed with the 
fixed bandpass filter other than our adaptive bandpass filter, as 
shown in Fig. 6. The comparison of spectra in Fig. 7(a) and 
Fig. 2(b) indicates that the face tracking can effectively reduce 
motion artifacts, for that the pulse rate frequency (1.05Hz) 
became the dominant frequency in Fig. 7(a), which is just a 
side peak covered by motion artifacts in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 7(b) 
illustrates the effect of the adaptive bandpass filter. Comparing 
Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 7(a), it can be observed that powers above 
2 Hz in the spectrum were removed and powers were more 
centralized to the pulse rate frequency. Fig. 8 further illustrates 
the effect of the adaptive bandpass filter. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) 
are the ICA output components corresponding to cardiac pulse 
waves after the fixed bandpass filter and the adaptive bandpass 
filter, respectively. The artificial peaks in Fig. 8(a) were 
removed by the adaptive bandpass filter, as shown in Fig. 8(b), 
and the power of pulse rate frequency (1.05Hz) was also 
enhanced in the power density spectrum.  
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The motions of all 14 subjects in the experiments were 
analyzed during face tracking. The statistics of motions in our 

experiments are listed in the form of Mean ± S.D. as follows, 

translation of 134.79±61.94 pixels, rotation of 13.82±7.78 

deg., and scaling range of 1.22±0.091
×
. Average pulse rates 

(averaging over 20s) and instantaneous pulse rates (every three 
intervals of cardiac pulses) were estimated using both the 
reference method in [6] and our method. Bland-Altman 
analysis was applied to evaluate the agreement between RIPPG 
and reference contact PPG. The differences between pulse rates 
estimated by RIPPG and EDAN M3 Vital Signs Monitor were 
plotted against the results of the contact PPG [21]. The mean 
and standard deviation (SD) of the differences were given in 

Bland-Altman plots, where 95% limits of agreement (±1.96 

SD) were also shown. Pearson’s correlation coefficients and 
the corresponding p-values were calculated to measure the 
linear correlation between our RIPPG and the contact PPG [22]. 
Two Bland-Altman plots are given simultaneously to illustrate 
the agreement between the contact PPG (EDAN M3) and the 
two RIPPGs (the reference one and ours). In each Bland-
Altman plot, the solid line represents the mean (bias) and two 
dash lines represent 95% limits of agreement. The Bland-
Altman plots in Fig. 9 show the accuracies of average pulse 
rate measurement of the two methods. When using the 
reference method, bias is -6.2 bpm, with 95% degree of 
agreement -27.7 to 15.3 bpm, as shown in Fig. 9(a). While 
using our method, bias is 0.03 bpm, with 95% degree of 
agreement -1.80 to 1.87 bpm, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Estimating 
instantaneous pulse rates is a more challenging task. Bland-
Altman plots in Fig. 10 illustrate the accuracies of both 
methods in measuring instantaneous pulse rates. Fig. 10 (a) 
shows that the bias of the reference method is -4.0 bpm, with 
95% degree of agreement -33.0 to 25.1 bpm. Using our method, 
the bias is 0 bpm, with 95% degree of agreement -7.0 to 7.0 
bpm. The correlation coefficient between average pulse rates 
measured by the contact PPG and our RIPPG is 0.99, with p-
value < 0.001. The correlation coefficient between 
instantaneous pulse rates measured by the contact PPG and our 
RIPPG is 0.89, with p-value < 0.001. 

 
  (a)                                                          (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Motion compensated RGB traces after the fixed bandpass filter for 

the moving subject: (a) Red, (b) Green, (c) Blue. 

 

 

 

 

  
   (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 7. Periodogram power spectral density of the motion compensated 

green traces for the moving subject: (a) Spectrum after the fixed bandpass 

filter, (b) Spectrum after the adaptive bandpass filter. 

 

     

  (a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 8. ICA results after motion compensation in the motion case: (a) The 

cardiac pulse wave and its spectrum using the fixed bandpass filter, (b) The 

cardiac pulse wave and its spectrum using the adaptive bandpass filter. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Bland-Altman plots illustrating the agreement between average 

pulse rates (in 20s period) measured by contact PPG and that measured by 

RIPPG: (a) The reference method, (b) Our method. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Bland-Altman plots illustrating the agreement between 

instantaneous pulse rates measured by contact PPG and that measured by 

RIPPG: (a) The reference method, (b) Our method. 

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

In the reference method [6] as shown in the demonstration 
video, ROI determined by face detection was fluctuating all the 
time, and the forehead region size inside the green rectangle 
was also changing severely along with motions. That is why 
the pulse rate measurement accuracy was poor. The forehead 
region inside ROI determined by face tracking was much more 
stable due to motion compensation during the tracking. Hence 
the motion artifacts were effectively reduced as illustrated in 
the comparison of Fig. 2(b) with Fig. 8(a). The selection of 
forehead region as ROI is mainly for avoiding motion artifacts 
caused by expressions and mouth movements during speaking. 
Our sorting algorithm for determining the cardiac pulse signal 
out of the three ICA output components worked well for all the 
14 subjects in experiments. Our future work will focus on 
enhancing morphology quality of RIPPG waveform. RIPPG 
provides a more convenient way to access human vital signs 
compared to conventional contact PPG. However, motion 
artifacts problem for RIPPG is more serious accordingly. 
Focusing on the motion artifacts problem of RIPPG, we 
proposed an enhanced RIPPG method with focus on motion 
artifacts suppression. Our proposed RIPPG can estimate 
cardiac pulsations of subjects in a severe motion condition. 
Compared to the state-of-the-art method, face detection in each 
frame was replaced by successive face tracking, hence motion 
artifacts can be reduced effectively by the motion 
compensation for ROI during face tracking. An adaptive 
bandpass filter was applied to further refine the cardiac pulse 
wave to obtain accurate instantaneous pulse rate. At last, a 
sorting algorithm was applied to determine the cardiac pulse 
signal from three ICA output components automatically. The 
experimental results testify the accuracy of our RIPPG method. 
Our proposals for RIPPG method have advantages in 
robustness with large motion artifacts. This kind of robustness 
may provide good potential for RIPPG application in special 

situations, such as lie detection, infant monitoring and 
telemedicine. 
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